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1. Did Van Gogh paint many 

2. have flown in a plane 

3. my opening / if I opened 

4. have not/haven’t talked / spoken to me 

5. had done the shopping 

6. is going to pass 

7. Are you going anywhere 

8. apologises to me for  

9. you arrive at the hotel / you get to the hotel 

10. There were not/weren’t any potatoes 

11. where I lived 

12. was not/wasn’t going to help 

13. started living on your own 

14. If people shared their money 

15. are always sent 

16. has recently been opened 

17. can’t have left yet 

18. There is a lot of/lots of 

19. was not/wasn’t as difficult as 

20. did not/didn’t play my guitar 

21. suggested changing / suggested we change 

22. they had listened to/heard  

23. Shall we dance 

24. What are you scared of / What are you afraid of / What do you fear 

25. Remember not to open 
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1. are/’re studying at home 

2. do you usually get to 

3. has/’s never eaten / never eats shrimps 

4. was the last time 

5. had/’d already cleaned the house 

6. will/’ll be getting ready for 

7. are you going to study  

8. may be repairing 

9. needed to cut (up) 

10. ought to listen to the 

11. have/’ve been able to swim 

12. did you have it fixed 

13. cat is/’s being treated at 

14. is/’s believed to be the  

15. should have been arrested 

16. stopped to kiss/and kissed 

17. is/’s trying to lift 

18. had/’d known the reason 

19. somebody explains to him 

20. could go to school by 

21. had not/hadn’t forgotten to water 

22. you were at work 

23. was such a beautiful  

24. too difficult for me to 

25. the better he understands 
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1. Hopefully  

2. destructive 

3. unhappiest  

4. unfriendly  

5. misbehaviour 

6. scientists 

7. proposals 

8. obligation 

9. maintenance 

10. rudeness 

11. coverage 

12. similarities 

13. employee 

14. embarrassment 

15. discouraged 

16. ownership  

17. introduction 

18. disobedient 

19. misunderstandings 

20. explanation 

21. disappearance 

22. membership 

23. ambitious 

24. changeable 

25. competitors 
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1. have/’ve been friends for  

2. had/’d made a mistake in 

3. will/’ll have been living here 

4. used to go home on 

5. is/’s going/planning to study  

6. could/may/might have/’ve lost his  

7. Shall / Why don’t we dance  

8. should not/shouldn’t have criticised 

9. they had not/hadn’t broken  

10. rather not /prefer not to discuss  

11. unless he revises 

12. she had not / hadn’t fallen for   

13. was / were faster, I would win 

14. only I had not / hadn’t spent 

15. in which I met you / (which) I met you in / in which we met / (which) we met in 

16. whose husband is/’s a  

17. was made to give 

18. have/’ve had / am/’m having my room painted 

19. is/’s said to be looking  

20. was allowed to look   

21. she was really tired then 

22. denied forgetting / having forgotten to water 

23. if I had seen the  

24. such a great day that 

25. too immature to bring 


